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Fig. 10 (up): block diagram of b-value distribution in Southern California with CFM v.5.2. Fig. 11 (middle): block diagram of b-value 
distributions from N, S, R kinematic classes.
Fig. 12 (down): b-value vs depth diagrams in selected regions of fig. 11.

However, b-value distributions 
along depth of kinematic classes, 
sampled from regions such as 
southern border normal faults, 
Ridgecrest, San Andreas-San 
Jacinto system and Transverse 
Ranges, do not follow a linear 
model:  

Magnitude of completeness was evaluated by two 
different methods:
 - b - value stability as in  Woessner and Wiemer (2005), 
for general frequency- magnitude distributions (FMD) 
and b-values at specific depths; min. sampling data = 200;
- Maximum Curvature+0.2 on maps and 3D distributions;
min. sampling data = 50.
Mc and b uncertainties are calculated by 
bootstrapping method (500 iterations) in both cases

General FMDs of main kinematic groups show that 
simplest model concerning b-value and fault 
kinematics is respected: b  > b > bN S R

3 -14 -1μ = 0.6, ρ = 2.7 kg/m , ε = 10  s
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Abstract

Introduction

Data and b-value distributions

b-value vs A  regressions   λ

Conclusions

Using a relocated earthquake catalog and focal mechanisms from Southern California, we investigated a connection 
between statistical frequency-magnitude relation from Gutenberg-Richter equation, also known as b-value and A : this λ

is a quantification of fault kinematics, closely related to Andersonian fault parameter A ; however, while A  is ϕ ϕ

calculated from shape ratio and faulting type, A  values are instead strictly dependent on rake values. We think that A  λ λ

may help us to find an equation to explain b-value distributions according to kinematic features and depth.
We merged the coordinates of SCSN relocated earthquakes by Hauksson, Yang and Shearer with features from focal 
mechanisms compiled by the same authors, to obtain a large focal mechanism dataset (from ~56700 of highest quality 
up to ~238400 for lowest quality ones); its spatial resolution was sufficient to investigate b-values along depth for well 
distinguished kinematic classes. We also analyzed how frequency-magnitude relates to the stress field of Southern 
California, especially comparing results from mostly linear rheology depth ranges against creep-power law dominated 
depths. We then performed multiple regressions of b-value vs A  at various depth ranges and tested their statistical λ

significance. The equation we found could help formulate models for frequency-magnitude distributions in three-
dimensional space, useful for seismic hazard assessment.

We relate this quantity to the Gutenberg-Richter law (Gutenberg-Richter, 1944):

and in particular to its slope b as calculated from Aki-Utsu maximum likelihood method:

b-value is dependent on differential stress (Scholz, 2015) and was also previously related to
tectonic settings and fault kinematics (Schorlemmer et al., 2005; Gulia and Wiemer, 2010;
Petruccelli et al., 2018;  Petruccelli et al., 2019a-b), so we think that A , as a stress proxy, is relatedλ

to b-values and we are looking for evidences of a general law under different depth ranges. 

 

We define:
A  = |ϕ(λ)|λ

as the magnitude of stress ratio function                             . It is related to Andersonian fault parameter A  (Simpson,ϕ

1997), however the former is dependant on rake angles λ rather than known fault setting in an area like the latter.
For the main tectonic regimes (distensive, transcurrent, reverse):

                                                       
                                                      Where 

We used a merged catalog for our analyses: 
- spatial coordinates come from the Hauksson et al. (2012) relocated catalog, 
- kinematic features (strike, dip, rake) are provided by the focal mechanisms from the same authors. 
Events are provided with a unique identification code, which made the merging possible. 
- Following Petruccelli et al. (2018, 2019b), we cut away lower quality focal mechanisms (C-D quality), 
large azimuthal gap regions (=offshore areas) and part of  ECSZ to lower overall magnitude of completeness;
- Stacked (= both focal planes are considered) focal mechanisms
- Higher than 5 km vertical errors were not considered;
- Minimum mag. cutoff = 2.2 (2.5 for kinematic classes analyses); 
- Magnitude bin = 0.1 for consistence;
- Ml<4 converted to Mw by regression;
   

Depth Probability Density Functions, normal and cumulated ones, indicate a 5%-95% seismogenic layer between 3 and 16-17 km,
while cumulative seismic energy released show maximum levels at 17-18 km: overall quite compatible with previous findings
(e.g. Nazareth, 2004); 

B-value distributions of 3 main A  groups or «kinematic classes» were also elaborated:λ

N group = 0 ≤ A  <1;λ

S group = 1 ≤ A  <2;λ

R group = 2 ≤ A  <3λ

A more complex model, i.e. b-values lowering 
along depth, without dependency from faulting style,
is also valid as seen in previous studies from
Gesternberger et al. (2001), Spada et al. (2013), 
Petruccelli et al. (2019b).  

3-7 km

7-10 km

Several possible models to explain b-value vs A  relation were employed in three different depth ranges (3-7 km, 7-10 km, 10-15 km) and λ

tested using «corrected» Akaike Information Criterion, to evaluate if each model is stable along depth. A  vs differential stresses are displayed λ

accordingly within same depth ranges. Lowess smoothing surfaces of both relations along depth are also displayed.         

10-15 km

D ept h Funct ion F( 1) F ( 2 ) F ( 3 ) F ( 4 ) F ( 5) F ( 6 ) F ( 7) F ( 8 ) R 2 A dj. R 2 A IC c B IC

Poly (1) 1.16±0.05 -0.09±0.03 0.5251 0.4776 -22.2173 -22.5808

Poly (3) 1.20±0.11 -0.28±0.32 0.17±0.25 -0.04±0.05 0.5698 0.4084 -15.0223 -18.797

Poly (7) 0.49±0.33 7.00±3.72 -21.26±13.29 27.67±21.76 -18.34±18.65 6.48±8.65 -1.16±2.05 0.08±0.20 0.8966 0.7157 18.1543 -25.9665

Harmonic 1 -0.97±0.35 0.08±0.14 0.0029±0.3072 3.32±1.26 6.21±2.39 0.14±0.28 -2.76±1.46 0.883 0.7426 -2.3602 -26.9659

Harmonic 2 0.09±0.04 0.08±0.05 0.06±0.03 0.13±0.04 -0.02±0.05 0.97±0.04 1.69±0.08 0.8601 0.6922 -0.2177 -248234

D ept h Funct ion F( 1) F ( 2 ) F ( 3 ) F ( 4 ) F ( 5) F ( 6 ) F ( 7) F ( 8 ) R 2 A dj. R 2 A IC c B IC

Poly (1) 1.17±0.04 -0.12±0.02 0.7443 0.7187 -27.7827 -28.1463

Poly (3) 1.28±0.06 -0.34±0.18 0.08±0.14 -0.004±0.031 0.8794 0.8342 -28.4221 -32.1967

Poly (7) 0.97±0.26 2.92±2.95 -9.77±10.70 13.18±17.71 -9.03±15.30 3.27±7.14 -0.59±1.70 0.04±0.16 0.9346 0.8202 14.5187 -29.602

Harmonic 1 -0.54±0.27 -0.09±0.11 -0.27±0.25 1.99±0.99 3.63±1.88 0.40±0.23 -1.22±1.15 0.9365 0.8603 -7.8367 -32.4424

Harmonic 2 0.06±0.02 0.05±0.02 0.03±0.02 0.10±0.02 0.09±0.02 0.99±0.02 1.86±0.11 0.9438 0.8763 -9.2946 -33.9003

D ept h Funct ion F( 1) F ( 2 ) F ( 3 ) F ( 4 ) F ( 5) F ( 6 ) F ( 7) F ( 8 ) R 2 A dj. R 2 A IC c B IC

Poly (1) 1.13±0.04 -0.10±0.02 0.7255 0.6981 -29.9897 -30.3532

Poly (3) 1.23±0.06 -0.50±0.18 0.34±0.14 -0.008±0.031 0.8459 0.7881 -28.5334 -32.308

Poly (7) 1.26±0.15 0.18±1.72 -4.90±6.24 11.14±10.29 -10.76±8.85 5.23±4.11 -1.26±0.97 0.12±0.09 0.9714 0.9214 1.5366 -42.5842

Harmonic 1 0.10±0.18 -0.11±0.07 -0.31±0.16 -0.58±0.65 -1.16±1.23 0.39±0.15 1.68±0.75 0.9637 0.9202 -17.6131 -42.2188

Harmonic 2 -0.07±0.02 -0.14±0.02 0.08±0.02 -0.02±0.02 0.19±0.02 1.05±0.02 1.50±0.08 0.9704 0.9348 -20.0273 -44.633

3 - 7 km

7- 10  km

10 - 15 km

Depth

Ÿ Akaike Information Criterion test shows that a linear relation between b-value and A is dominant at most depths, where exceptions could be λ 

due to influence of creeping rheology; linear parameters are mostly stable with depth;
Ÿ  B-value depth distributions of single kinematic groups in sampling areas do not show a linear behavior;
Ÿ  A  and differential stress are not linked by a linear relation, though high differential stresses are related to high A (reverse faulting) and λ λ 

viceversa, low differential stresses are linked to low A  (normal faulting): this is compatible with Scholz (2015) observations λ 

Ÿ  More complex models relating b-value, kinematics (A , rake), depth and differential stresses like Model 3.1 by Petruccelli et al. (2019b) λ

may be more realistic than simple, linear models specific for kinematic groups (e.g. Model 3.0 by same authors). 
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Fig. 4 (left): histogram of vertical errors of original relocated earthquakes, selected 
by relocation algorithm.
Fig. 5 (right): histogram of magnitudes of relocated focal mechanisms.

Fig. 6 (left): weighted probability density function of focal mechanisms, selected by kinematic groups. (Center): weighted 
cumulative pdf of focal mechanisms. (Right): cumulative released seismic energy. Lines are colored according to 
kinematic groups: Normal = blue, Strike-Slip = green, Reverse = red, Total data = black.

Fig. 7 (left): rheological profile for each kinematic group; set parameters for calculation are indicated inside bottom box. 
Potential creep curves are plot according to various strain rates. (Right): weighted cumulative density function of ductile 
deformations; starting of fragile-ductile transition is indicated according to possible strain rates.  

Fig 8: normalized frequency-magnitude distributions and respective completeness and b-values 
of Normal (blue), Strike-slip (green), Reverse (red) and total (black) focal mechanisms.

Fig. 9 (up): b-value distribution 
along depth of all focal mechanisms 
and linear regression parameters. 
Dash line: b-value of all focal 
mechanisms irrespective of depth.

Fig. 13 (left column): b-value vs A  diagrams at several depth ranges, with analyzed potential regression plots. AICc scores indicates best λ

model (lower is better). (Right column):A  values vs differential stress at same depths as left column.   λ

Fig. 14 (left): b-values vs A  at analyzed λ

depths with Lowess surface smoothing.

Fig. 15 (right): A  vs differential stress at λ

analyzed depths with Lowess surface 
smoothing.

Table 1: results of regressions seen in fig. 
13. 

Fig. 2 (left): 3D block diagram of Community Fault Model 
v. 5.2 and relocated focal mechanisms used in this work. 
Fig. 3 (right): Magnitude of Completeness in Southern California area.

Fig 1 (left): modified Simpson hexagon with geometric construction of main A  fields. (Right): λ

kinematic groups with corresponding rake λ and A values. λ 

Petruccelli et al. (2019) simplified empirical model:                                               and power-law creep
 
equation                                                 were both applied to calculate differential stresses associated 

to each focal mechanism and create rheological profile models for each kinematic class:  
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